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SUMMARY

The reduction in sea ice cover with Arctic warming facilitates shipping through remarkably shorter ship-
ping routes. Automatic identification system (AIS) is a powerful data source to monitor Arctic Ocean ship-
ping. Based on the AIS data from an online platform, we quantified the spatial distribution of shipping
through this area, its intensity, and the seasonal variation. Shipping was heterogeneously distributed
with power-law exponents that depended on the vessel category.We contextualized the estimated expo-
nents with the analytical distribution of a transit model in one and two dimensions. Fishing vessels had the
largest spatial spread, while narrower shipping routes associated with cargo and tanker vessels had a
width correlated with the sea ice area. The time evolution of these routes showed extended periods of
shipping activity through the year. We used AIS data to quantify recent Arctic shipping, which brings
an opportunity for shorter routes, but likely impacting the Arctic ecosystem.

INTRODUCTION

Shipping traffic represents the dominant transportation mode in global trade, delivering more than 80% of the volume of the international

trade of goods.1 In fact, economic growth has led to a parallel increase in marine traffic of 60% in the period between 1992 and 2002,2

with projections pointing at a growth by 2050 between 240% and 1,209%, compared to 2014.3 The importance of maritime transport to

the global economy was evidenced in 2021 when the Suez Canal was blocked when the Ever Given container ship got stranded. The oppor-

tunity to leverage the opening of new Arctic routes delivering goods from Asia to Europe and North America due to the decrease of the ice

cover will increase traffic and bring new threats to this vulnerable ecosystem,4 adding to the direct impacts of rapid climate change in the

Arctic. Indeed, an estimation of the shipping days per month through the Arctic Ocean has revealed an increase of 7% per year between

2013 and 2022.5 Liquid, bulk, and general cargo transportation are currently the most important contributions to Arctic shipping,6 while a

long-term vision aims at the use of more cost-effective routes, through the Arctic Ocean, than traditional shipping routes,7 such as the

Suez Canal, Panama Canal, or Cape of Good Hope routes. According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, any month of

the year displays an Arctic ice decline in contrast to the previous records for that month, showing the strongest change in September,

with a relative reduction of 12.8%.8–10 Such decline drives projections forecasting the possibility of all-year transit by Polar Class 6 ships in

the 2070s,11 which may occur even earlier as projections have underestimated the observed patterns.12

Tracking technologies are playing amajor role in the analysis of vessels’ movement through the oceans, allowing the quantification of mul-

tiple vessel behaviors with economic, political, and ecological consequences. For example, tracking of fishing vessels facilitated the inference

of hotspots of fishing activity.13–15 Moreover, the overlap between fishing vessels’ trajectories and movement tracking of marine animals has

revealed regions with a high risk of overlap and thus the risk of bycatch between fishing vessels and sharks16 and the collision risk of large

vessels and bowhead whales in the Arctic.17

Currently, products derived from vessel tracking data are openly available. For example, Global Fishing Watch’s main product describes

fishing efforts at high spatial and temporal resolution globally.13 However, broader datasets, including for instance the trajectories of other

vessel categories globally, are available under private purchase. To overcome the problem of data ownership and standardization, new ini-

tiatives are being developed to perform online analyses with access to pre-filtered (i.e., spurious entries removed), pre-processed, and scien-

tifically validated datasets from multiple sources. In this direction, HUB Ocean has developed the Ocean Data Connector (oceandata.earth),

where scientists can perform online analyses of multiple datasets describing diverse oceanic phenomena, such as parasite infections in fish
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farms, global vessel emissions, or the geospatial data describingmarine protected areas. Such platforms have the potential to track chemical,

physical, biological, and economic processes in the ocean, providing valuable datasets that facilitate continuous monitoring.

Here, we report our analysis of the shipping traffic on the Arctic Ocean between January 2020 and April 2022 through a data analysis devel-

oped during a Private Preview Week of the Ocean Data Connector, providing an update of previous quantitative assessments.18,19 We

compare the empirical observations with our analytical calculations from one- and two-dimensional models of shipping transit and provide

a baseline to assess the Arctic shipping time evolution, together with its correlations with sea ice extent.
RESULTS

Shipping density

The shipping density was computed as the shipping transit intensity in each grid cell dividedby the cell area, aggregating the transit time from

all the ships using automatic identification system in the considered region. This pattern revealed hotspots of shipping activity, both in the

overall map and in the specific patterns associated with different vessel categories (Figure 1). Fishing vessels represented the largest contri-

bution to shipping in the Arctic Ocean, especially in the Barents Sea but also in the proximity of Iceland. Cargo vessels, similarly to tanker

vessels, displayed patterns wherewe observed theNortheastern andNorthwest Passage routes. Cargo vessels’ use of space becamebroader

in the Baffin Bay, where tanker trajectories occupied less area in this region. Passenger traffic covered lower fractions of area as the most fre-

quented routes were shorter, for example on the Norwegian and Icelandic coasts.

The shipping density heterogeneity across the space was described by heavy-tailed distributions, such that most grid cells displayed a low

shipping density, with a few cells concentrating large values (Figure 2). Specifically, the shipping density distributions for the aggregated

(across categories) and for specific categories were described by power-law distributions. We performed a power-law regression to these

distributions with the Python package powerlaw, obtaining the fitted exponents 1.79 (aggregated), 1.49 (passenger), 1.90 (tanker), 1.74

(cargo), and 1.96 (fishing). For fishing, we observed two regimes, where the distribution is closer to a uniform distribution for low densities

(i.e., with a smaller exponent), while large densities implied a faster decrease, which was the behavior captured by the regression.

A random null model considering an origin-destination flux, with a fixed origin and a uniform probability of reaching any destination or

vice versa, leads to a uniform distribution in one dimension, while the distribution is heavy-tailed with an exponent 3 in two dimensions (see

method details in STAR Methods). Fishing vessels displayed the highest exponent (afishing = 1:96), suggesting, in parallel to the two-dimen-

sional null model, traffic between different fishing ports and the closest fisheries. In contrast, passenger vessels showed the lowest exponent

apassenger = 1:49, which we associate with more directed routes between a few ports.
Shipping routes and their temporal evolution

To detect shipping routes, we computed the average shipping density per longitude, considering only the grid cells with non-zero values, and

represented the relative shipping density of each grid cell, that is, the shipping density divided by the average shipping density of its longi-

tude (see STARMethods).We observed that the highest values are located in the proximity of the shore (Figure 3). This technique revealed the

main shipping routes (red corridors on Figure 3), as well as several fishing hotspots in the high seas. We detected two main Arctic shipping

routes, the Northeastern and the Northwest Passage routes, both linking the Northern Pacific and the Northern Atlantic oceans, with the

Northeastern route splitting in two at the north and south of Lyakhovsky Islands. Most of the traffic of both routes was associated with tanker

and cargo vessels, as shown by the absence of spatial continuity along the routes in passenger and fishing vessels, which are expected to

display shorter-range trips.

After analyzing the spatial properties of the shipping density in the aggregated dataset and across different vessel categories, we focused

on the temporal evolution of the shipping traffic, aggregating all the observations across the Arctic Circle. The highest shipping traffic in the

whole period corresponded to fishing vessels followed, in decreasing order, by passenger, cargo, and tanker vessels (Figure 4). While the

relative evolution of fishing and passenger vessels did not display large relative fluctuations, the shipping traffic for cargo and tanker vessels

showed maximum activity in the summer and early autumn of both 2020 and 2021.
Longitudinal heterogeneity: Seasonal behavior and correlations with sea ice area

To quantify the time evolution of the shipping routes that we observed in Figure 3, we computed the average shipping density and the ship-

ping width for each meridional cross-section (that is, zones with constant longitude and varying latitude, see STAR Methods), leading to a

representation of the zonal variability of these variables. First, we observed that the average shipping density, an indicator of the potential

ecological impact on the transited areas, displayed a seasonal behavior in most of the longitudes except for those in the Norwegian,

Greenland, and Barents seas, where the traffic was not interrupted in the analyzed period (Figure 5, top). As the relative shipping density (Fig-

ure 3) suggested that vessels displayedmainly longitudinal movement, we quantified the availability of routes and their actual use computing

the time evolution across longitudes of the shipping width, observing the same seasonal behavior, and the appearance of long-range routes

whose widths were maximum at the late summer and early autumn, with vessels using the Northeastern route for 4 months, while they trans-

ited the Northwest Passage route for 2–3 months (Figure 5, bottom), with these periods overlapping with the relative maxima of the shipping

traffic for cargo and tanker vessels (Figure 4). This temporal evolution of the routes allowed us to select two longitudes as the most represen-

tative for theNortheastern (150�) and theNorthwest Passage (�90�) routes. These longitudes displayed a null shipping density in winter, while

other longitudes in the same route showed somedensities that we link to local transit.We considered that the environmental variable with the
2 iScience 27, 110236, July 19, 2024



Figure 1. Arctic shipping density between January 2020 and April 2022

Shipping density is computed as the aggregated shipping transit intensity (time spent transiting) over all the vessels, at each 0:1
�
30:1

�
cell, divided by the cell

area. Top panel represents the total shipping traffic, while bottom panels include the traffic for passenger, tanker, cargo, and fishing vessel categories.
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Figure 2. Shipping density distributions for total shipping (left) and each vessel category (right)

These heavy-tailed distributions fit to a power-law distribution pdf ðxÞ � x�a for x > xmin. The slope, obtained from fitting with the Python package powerlaw,20 is

represented in the black lines.
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highest impact on these two shipping routes is the sea ice area and assessed the correlations between this variable and the shipping width on

the selected longitudes of�90� and 150�. We linked the sea ice area in Baffin Bay, Canadian Archipelago, and Beaufort Sea to the Northwest

Passage route, and the sea ice area in East Siberian, Kara, and Barents seas to the Northeastern route. We checked the correlations between

the shipping width and the sea ice area in these regions, considering only the non-zero shipping widths, obtaining negative values in all the

cases (i.e., as expected, an increase in sea ice area led to a decrease in the vessel traffic shipping width). In the case of the Northwest Passage

route, the absolute correlation between the vessels’ shipping width at�90� longitude and the sea ice area wasmaximum for the Beaufort Sea
Figure 3. Route detection on shipping traffic

For every cell, given its longitude, we computed the relative shipping density as the shipping density (as represented in Figure 1), divided by the average shipping

density for that longitude, computed over cells with non-null density. This highlighted some hotspots at each longitude, which we associate with the shipping

routes. Left panel represents the total shipping, while right panels are broken down into vessel categories.

4 iScience 27, 110236, July 19, 2024



Figure 4. Time evolution of the shipping transit intensity through the Arctic Ocean

The black line represents the total shipping transit intensity, while the colored lines stand for the vessel categories.
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(C = � 0:90), with correlations of C = � 0:78 and C = � 0:72 for, respectively, the Canadian Archipelago and the Baffin Bay. On the other

hand, for theNortheastern route, the absolute correlation between the vessels’ shippingwidth at 150� longitude and the ice area displayed its

maximum value for the Kara Sea (C = � 0:842), showing the correlations ofC = � 0:837 andC = � 0:67 for, respectively, the East Siberian

Sea and the Barents Sea.We focused on the areas with themaximumabsolute correlation between the sea ice area and the shippingwidth for

the Northwest Passage and the Northeastern routes, assessing the functional relationship between these variables, finding, as suggested by

the negative correlations, that the shipping width wasmaximumwhen the sea ice area wasminimum (Figure 6, insets), and obtaining an expo-

nential decrease of the shipping width with the sea ice area, with characteristic areas of 1:33105 km2 and 2:33105 km2 for the sea ice area in,

respectively, the Beaufort Sea and the Kara Sea (Figure 6).

Finally, we quantified the evolution of theNorthwest Passage and theNortheastern routes with a previous dataset that described the num-

ber of unique vessels observed at each 0.25� 3 0.25� grid cell. To warrant the comparability with our dataset, we obtained the vessel shipping

width following the same procedure as described earlier, but considering the same grid cell size, that is, cells with 0.25� side. We observed a

similar pattern across different years in the case of the Northwest Passage, while the Northeastern route displayed a remarkable reduction in

its maximum value on the most recent dataset, together with an extension of the season with non-zero transit (Figure 7).

DISCUSSION

Data availability on the marine environment, for example animal trajectories or threats to the marine life,21 has been historically limited in

contrast to the data describing processes occurring on land. However, a change of paradigm from the community and the scientific funding

agencies toward data sharing policies is translated intomore frequentmarine data releases. In this context, online platforms gathering, clean-

ing, and standardizingmultiple source datasets represent a major benefit to advancemarine science.20,22 Moreover, the availability of servers

for online computation brings a shift toward the democratization of not only the data access but also the computational resources to process

big data. In this context, we have developed our analysis of the Arctic shipping traffic at no cost using the Ocean Data Connector of HUB

Ocean, in a Private Preview Week.

Weobserved that the shippingdensitywasbroadly distributed across theArctic region,with a few locationswith a shippingdensity thatwas

several orders ofmagnitude higher than the average shipping densities, revealing hotspots of shipping transit (Figures 1 and 2).We proposed

two null models of shipping traffic to understand the observed patterns (seeMethod details in STARMethods), obtaining analytically that uni-

formdistributions were associatedwith one-dimensional traffic, while power-lawdistributionswith exponent a2D = 3 represented two-dimen-

sional traffic. Although the observed exponents (Figure 2) were different from these two null models, themodels allowed us to understand the

variability of these exponents across different vessel categories. Although the exponent was still far from the 2D null model, the highest

observed exponent was that of fishing vessels, reflecting the broad 2-dimensional use of space in Barents Sea, together with 1-dimensional

transits. The lowest exponent was that of passengers shipping density, expected for more directed trajectories, although heterogeneity in

the shipping density (the 1-dimensional null model suggests a flat distribution) may have emerged due to environmental and political factors,

such as the weather, the ice distribution, exclusive economic zone boundaries, or oceanic currents. Finally, cargo and tanker vessels’ shipping

density distributions were described by intermediate exponents (acargo = 1:74, atanker = 1:90), with atanker being higher, which we link to the

higher space occupancy of tanker vessels in the Barents Sea, where cargo vessels displayed more concentrated trajectories (Figure 1).
iScience 27, 110236, July 19, 2024 5



Figure 5. Time evolution of the shipping traffic per longitude

The top panel represents the average shipping density over cells with non-null shipping at each longitude, while the bottom represents the sectional length of

these cells. White entries represent the absence of traffic. The gray lines stand for the longitudes that we chose as the most representative for measuring the

Northeastern and the Northwest Passage routes being, respectively, 150� and �90�.
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Our analysis of the connection between the traffic and the sea ice area revealedmaximum absolute (negative) correlations with the sea ice

area in regions located far from the locations that we selected as representative for theNorthwest Passage and theNortheastern routes. Spe-

cifically, for the Northeastern route, we selected the longitude lNE = 150+, which crosses the East Siberian Sea, but, although we considered
6 iScience 27, 110236, July 19, 2024



Figure 6. Correlation between shipping width and sea ice area

We selected two specific longitudes that displayed a seasonal behavior:�90� (West, Northwest Passage route) and 150� (East, Northeastern route), computing the

shippingwidth L (Figure 5).We computed thePearson correlation of the shippingwidthwith thenon-zero values of the sea ice area in different Arctic seas, obtaining

themaximumabsolute value of the correlation for theBeaufort Sea (West,C = � 0:90) and theKara Sea (East,C = � 0:84). Themain plots represent the shipping

width as a function of the sea ice area, while the insets depict their temporal evolution. Points represent data, while the dashed curves are exponentially decreasing

fits, L = Ae�BI, with BNWP = 7:68310� 6 km�2 and BNER = 4:29310� 6 km�2 for, respectively, the Northwest Passage and the Northeastern route.
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the sea ice area in that sea, the correlation was higher with the sea ice area in the Kara Sea. Similarly, we selected lNWP = � 90+ to analyze the

shippingwidth of theNorthwest Passage route, crossing the area of the Canadian Archipelago but leading to a higher correlationwith the sea

ice area in the Beaufort Sea. This suggests the presence of ice bottlenecks where windows of ice-free conditions enable the opening of long-

distance routes, such that far locations display a correlation with the sea ice area on these ice bottlenecks.

We quantified the time evolution of shipping traffic on the Northeastern and the Northwest Passage routes with two different datasets;

although both datasets reported different variables, our shipping width analysis only considered the presence or absence of shipping on

each grid cell, removing possible discrepancies due to the differences across the datasets. This analysis reported an expected seasonal

pattern in both routes, displaying a low variability on the Northwest Passage. However, the Northeastern route showed a recent reduction

on the maximum shipping width, together with a longer seasonal behavior, i.e., the route was narrower, but used through a longer fraction

of the year. The local, regional, and international mobility restrictions to reduce the spread of COVID-19, on the already-called ‘‘anthro-

pause,’’23,24 overlapped with most of our analyzed period, implying as well a reduction on factory production rates, and may explain this

decrease in the width of the Northeastern route, as a decrease in traffic would lead to vessels following paths that are closer to the optimal,

in terms of distance, considering all the geographical and environmental (ice) constraints. In fact, a global analysis revealed a decline of

1.4% on traffic occupancy in the early months of the pandemic, especially in the Northern Hemisphere.25

The decline in the extent of sea ice in the Arctic Ocean with rapid Arctic warming represents an opportunity to optimize shipping routes,

reducing the transit duration and costs and, therefore, the greenhouse gas emissions. However, this increase in Arctic shipping traffic may be

a harbinger of the ‘‘blue acceleration’’26 on the Arctic, threatening themarine species that were not previously exposed to shipping hazards,27

such as ship strikes,28 underwater noise,29 or the introduction of invasive species,30 in addition to other stressors such as the already detected

plastic pollution.31,32 On the other hand, the availability of new shipping routes may represent a human-based negative feedback on global

warming, reducing the emissions from vessels due to the use of shorter routes.33 These potential positive and negative aspects highlight the

importance of data analyses to monitor and manage Arctic shipping traffic, conducive to minimize environmental impacts.

Limitations of the study

We acknowledge the limitation of using the total time spent on transit through each grid cell to the estimation of shipping traffic, which could

be impacted by the variability on weather conditions or the space-use for non-transit activities such as fishing; nevertheless, this limitation

does not affect the shipping width analyses that quantify the seasonal behavior and the correlations with the sea ice extent. We also acknowl-

edge geographical constraints that represent a higher bound to the shipping width, particularly on the Northwest Passage route, although

despite them we were able to observe a seasonal trend.

STAR+METHODS

Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following:

d KEY RESOURCES TABLE
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Figure 7. Time evolution of the shipping width at two specific longitudes: �90� (West, Northwest Passage route) and 150� (East, Northeastern route),

to characterize the evolution of shipping traffic

The local shipping width is computed as, for each constant longitude and eachmonth, the cross-sectional length of the cells that display non-null shipping traffic.

Data between 2010 and 2015 have been extracted from a different database18 with resolution of 0.25�, number of unique vessels per month. For comparability,

this figure includes our analyzed dataset considering grid cells of 0.25� side instead of those of 0.1� side.
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d RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

B Lead contact

B Materials availability

B Data and code availability

d METHOD DETAILS

B Shipping traffic

B Shipping density

B Average shipping density per longitude

B Shipping width per 0.1� longitude
B Sea ice cover

B Null model of shipping density

d QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
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powerlaw package Alstott et al.34 https://pypi.org/project/powerlaw/
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drı́guez (jorge@ifisc.uib-csic.es).
Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique materials.
Data and code availability

� Data. The data sets supporting the results of this article is(are) publicly available in the ‘Arctic shipping’ repository, https://github.com/

jorgeprodriguezg/Arctic-shipping/tree/main/data.
� Code. The Jupyter notebooks used for the analysis and generating the figures are publicly available in the ‘Arctic shipping’ repository

https://github.com/jorgeprodriguezg/Arctic-shipping.

� Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
METHOD DETAILS

Shipping traffic

The use of space by ships transiting the Arctic Ocean was inferred from the Automatic Identification System (AIS) data. AIS is a system

introduced for maritime safety that provides, among different data variables, the speed, latitude and longitude of the vessels using the sys-

tem. The Ocean Data Connector aggregated AIS tracking data at a monthly resolution and reported the total number of hours spent on

transit through each grid cell by all the vessels that visited it, which we named shipping transit intensity. Themonthly transiting time was avail-

able from January 2020 to April 2022, and it specified four vessel categories (cargo, fishing, passenger and tanker). For our analysis, we intro-

duced a global grid of 0:1+30:1+ resolution to measure the shipping transit intensity and selected latitudes higher than the Arctic Circle

(66:6+, Figure 1).

The time evolution of the area covered by the shipping routes was complemented with the dataset used for a previous assessment of

the Arctic shipping traffic,18 to provide a comparison of the Ocean Data Connector dataset and illustrate the time evolution of the shipping

traffic in the Arctic Ocean. This previous dataset reported the monthly number of unique vessels detected by the AIS system in each 0:25+3

0:25+ grid cell, between July 2010 and May 2015.
Shipping density

For each grid cell, we obtained the shipping density by dividing the shipping transit intensity (time spent transiting) by the cell area A:

A = R2

�
sin

pðf+DfÞ
180

� sin
pf

180

�
Dlp

180
(Equation 1)

where R = 6371 km is the Earth radius, f is the latitude in degrees, andDl andDf are, respectively, the longitudinal and latitudinal sides of the

cell in degrees.
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Average shipping density per longitude

We compute the average shipping density per longitude as the sum of the total shipping transit intensities through cells with the same longi-

tude, divided by the area of those cells with a non-zero shipping transit intensity, following Equation 1 For the time evolution of this value, at

each time step we only consider the cells with non-zero shipping transit intensity on that specific period.
Shipping width per 0.1� longitude
We consider all the grid cells in the Arctic region with a specific longitude l, and compute the time evolution of the number of cellsNðl; tÞ that
displayed a non-zero shipping transit intensity. We computed the shipping widthWðl; tÞ as the length of the latitudinal cross-section of these

cells:

Wðl; tÞ = RNðl; tÞDfp
180

(Equation 2)

Sea ice cover

Sea ice area was obtained from the Sea Ice Index, provided by theNational Snow and Ice Data Center (United States).35 This dataset reported

the monthly evolution of the sea ice area in the Northern Hemisphere, as well as specific subregions of the Arctic, where we considered the

Canadian Archipelago Area, the Baffin Bay and the Beaufort Sea for the Northwest Passage route, while we considered the East Siberian Sea,

the Kara Sea and the Barents Sea for the Northeastern route.
Null model of shipping density

We propose a null model of transit between geographical locations to understand the differences between the shipping distributions for

different vessel types, andwe apply it to one- and two-dimensional systems. In a one-dimensional system, ships canmove on a line, modifying

their coordinate x and always with a constant and positive speed v = dx
dt. We consider a destination located at x = 1, and the origins distrib-

uted uniformly in the interval ½0;1Þ, with vessels departing randomly from any of these origins. We aim at computing the distribution of the

shipping density across different locations. The total transit intensity (sum of the transit time over all the vessels) between x and x + dx will be

given by the number of vessels that crossed that region, that is,Nx, withN being the total number of vessels, and x being the probability that a

vessel departs from a location lower than x, times dx=v (i.e., the transit intensity of one vessel), implying that the shipping density r1d , i.e. the

transit intensity per unit length, is

r1dðxÞ =
Nx

v
(Equation 3)

Thus, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the shipping density r1d is the length of the segment with locations that have a shipping

density time lower than r1d . This length is x in Equation 3, leading to

CDFðr1dÞ =
r1dv

N
(Equation 4)

with r1d ˛
�
0;Nv

�
. Taking the derivative of the cumulative distribution function, this leads to a uniform probability density function (pdf)

pdfðr1dÞ =
v

N
(Equation 5)

In two dimensions, we consider that the origin is located at the origin of coordinates, while the destinations are located uniformly at a

distance from the origin R = 1, and the vessels transit with ballistic motion at speed v from the origin towards a randomly chosen desti-

nation. In this case, considering the polar coordinates r and f, we compute the shipping transit intensity of a vessel that crosses a region at

distance r from the origin of size dr3 df. Analogously to the one-dimensional system, the shipping transit intensity of a vessel is dr= v.

Additionally, the number of vessels that transit this region is Ndf=ð2pÞ, leading to a total shipping transit intensity of Ndrdf
2pv . However, if we

consider cells of size dr3 df, these cells will be larger for higher r, such that the number of vessels on them does not represent the ship-

ping density. To solve this, we consider uniform cells of size dxdy, with drdf = dxdy
r . Thus, the shipping density, obtained as the shipping

transit intensity per unit area, r2d :

r2dðr ;fÞ =
N

2prv
(Equation 6)

which, due to the symmetry of the system, does not depend on f. In this case, the cumulative distribution function will be the fraction of area

with density lower than r. This area will be pR2 � pr2, and considering from (6) r = N
2pr2dv

, we obtain

CDFðr2dÞ = 1 � N2

4p2r22dv
2

(Equation 7)
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with r2d ˛
�

N
2pv;N

�
. Taking the derivative of the cumulative distribution function, we obtain the probability density function, described by a

power-law

pdfðr2dÞ =
N2r� 3

2d

2p2v2
(Equation 8)

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The Python powerlaw34 package was used to estimate the power-law exponents of the distributions shown in Figure 2.
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